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 Proudly Present 

Laminate

 Naturally handcrafted waterproof collections. We made this to provide you with next level product and services. 

shop now
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Vinyl

 Naturally handcrafted waterproof collections. We made this to provide you with next level product and services. 

shop now
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Accessories & Stairs

 From underpad, T moulding, to reducer and stair noising, we provide you a wide range of accessories, to give you and your customers the a world-class safety and efficiency. 
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Upload Your Room

Experience our best-in-class technology by simply using your phone to upload and visualize our floors in wherever you wanna take a look at! Is this easy to bring your imagination to real life experience.

upload now
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Testimonials

I really loved the flooring product from Toucan Flooring. It gave a brand new look to my home. The entire process starting from the selection to the delivery of the products was super smooth and comfortable. I got a value for my money. I definitely recommend others to go with Toucan Flooring! 

Trudi Deacon

Customer


Our Locations

 Visit our locations and get your free floor samples closest to you.

Contact us
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